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Warmans Depression Glass
For over one hundred years the Indiana Glass Company manufactured a wide variety of commercial
and consumer glassware from their factory in Dunkirk, Indiana. For many years, the contributions
that this company made to the world of glass manufacturing have been overlooked and gone
unnoticed. Finally, author and researcher Craig S. Schenning brings us an in-depth look at the
many patterns that were created by this prolific glass company. This first volume, which is one
of four, focuses on the many early pressed pattern glass products that Indiana Glass was making
and marketing from 1898 to 1926. This volume contains all of Indiana's Early American Pattern
Glass (EAPG) as well as their goofus glass, oil lamps, kitchenware and children's items. A
detailed history of the company's first thirty years is also included in this volume along with
a great deal of general information about the glassmaking industry as a whole. While many of the
most popular Indiana Glass patterns are presented in this volume, you'll also find many patterns
that have not been included in any other resource until now. The author's work is highlighted
with wonderfully detailed photographs and an astonishing array of early catalog pages from the
Indiana Glass Company. "The Collector's Encyclopedia of Indiana Glass" gives you, the collector,
a great resource for continuing your glass collecting journey. Volume 2 features all the glass
that Indiana Glass made from 1927 to 1946. Volume 3 includes all the Indiana Glass products from
1947 to 1969 and Volume 4 includes the many patterns created by Indiana from 1970 to 2002
including Tiara glassware. You'll want to make sure you have all four volumes as you continue to
discover the wonderful world of Indiana Glass.
Depression glass endures as one of the most popular collectibles in the marketplace. This
complete guide contains full colour photos, detailed line drawings, descriptions, and more than
10,000 up-to-date values for 155 of the most popular Depression glass patterns. Ellen Schroy has
assembled a comprehensive guide that collectors will find invaluable. This second edition
includes photos and drawings to aid in identifying and valuing patterns such as Adam, Colonial,
Old English, Patrick, Windsor, and dozens more. The second edition features updated pricing and
15 additional patterns and 100 more photos than the first edition. Patterns are organised by
style for easy identification.
With a convenient portable size and 500 full-color photographs, this handbookfor collectors
features shape and pattern guides and pattern and manufacturerindexes.
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Interest in coin collecting and paper money is at an all-time high, thanks in part to the new
designs of modern U.S. coins and currency, the increasing market value of precious metals, and
the great investment coin collecting has been in recent years. Recent reports estimate that
there are over 1 million serious coin collectors in the U.S. And the U.S. Mint estimates that
nearly 150 million people have collected the 50 State Quarters. The bestselling Warman's Coins &
Paper Money, now in its 5th edition, is the most comprehensive, colorful, informative, and
thorough identification and price guide of its kind. It covers everything from the evolution of
U.S. coins and currency to the latest in minted coinage. Big, bold and informative, this
invaluable tool is a must-have for collectors of all levels, whether they are children or
adults, novice or experienced veterans. But this book doesn't stop at U.S. coins and currency.
It also features a panoramic and full-color view of coins and currency from Canada, Mexico, and
Europe. About the Author A veteran numismatist by trade and passion, Arlyn G. Sieber is a
freelance writer and editor. A former editor of Numismatic News and Coin Prices magazine, Sieber
was a 25-year employee for Krause Publications. His previous numismatic book credits as a
writer, editor or contributor include the first two editions of North American Coins & Prices,
Warman's Companion World Coins & Currency, 2nd Edition, Warman's World Coins Field Guide,
Instant Coin Collector, and Gold Rush. Sieber has also contributed to The Numismatist, the ANA's
official journal. Sieber is a 25-year member of the ANA and the Central States Numismatic
Society.
Warman's Carnival Glass
Depression Glass and Beyond
Heisey Glassware
200 Delicious and Easy-to-Make Recipes
Identification & Price Guide
Identification and Price Guide

Covers the history, manufacturers, and designers of rhinestone jewelry, offers tips on
the care and maintenance of a collection, and a price guide
Green was a popular color for glassware made during the Depression and its popularity
among collectors is very evident today. This book includes examples of forty-six patterns
and brief histories of the glass companies, along with a chapter of incidental pieces
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from such firms as Anchor Hocking, Bartlett-Collins, Federal, Hazel-Atlas, Imperial, L.
E. Smith, U. S. Glass and others. An indispensable guide for all who collect Depression
Era glass and enjoy the beauty of green glassware.
Describes the history and popularity of depression glass, details specific patterns,
offers tips for collection and preservation, and presents the market value for each piece
Once considered the stepchild of the collectible glass community, today carnival glass,
"poor man's Tiffany" is synonymous with class and exquisite artistry. This new edition of
Warman's Carnival Glass includes a new description format, revamped from simple line
listings to listings with dimensions, title color and price range. Plus histories to
major glass manufacturers, a guide to carnival glass colors, current collector pricing
and detailed patterns of carnival glass colors, current collector pricing and detailed
patterns of carnival glass from Acanthus to Zig Zag.
Warman's Depression Glass
Warman's Depression Glass Handbook
Kitchen Glassware of the Depression Years
Warman's Roseville Pottery
50 States + District of Columbia & Territories: Collector's Quarters Folder 2010 -2021
48 quality furniture projects that require minimal experience and tools
Presents some of the finest depression glass pieces as well as information on identifying, buying, and selling the collectibles, in an
edition that includes over 170 patterns, current value listings, and a pattern silhouette guide.
200 Delicious and Easy-to-Make Recipes Venison Wisdom Cookbook provides 200 easy-to-make recipes to help you create
flavorful meals with venison, the world's healthiest red meat. Recipes use practical ingredients, so you won't be making special
trips to the store for items you don't have or will never use again. A special section highlights recipes from celebrities, including
Ted Nugent and Charlie Alsheimer. With bonus venison care tips from Deer & Deer Hunting Editor Daniel E. Schmidt, this
entertaining book is more than a collection of recipes—it's a fun read!
Warman's Depression Glass HandbookIdentification, Values, Pattern GuidePenguin
Over 200 beautiful photos illustrate the brilliance of pink Depression Era glass from such firms as Bartlett-Collins, Cambridge,
Federal, Fostoria, Hazel-Atlas, Imperial, Westmoreland, and others. With examples of 45 different patterns, it remains an
indispensable guide for all who collect Depression Era glass and enjoy the beauty of pink glassware. This revised and expanded
second edition features some new photographs and newly revised prices.
A Value & Identification Guide
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Elegant Glass
A Glassware Pattern Identification Guide, Volume 1, Early Pressed Glass Era Patterns, (1898 - 1926)
Sophisticated Homes Inspired by the Ocean
Warman's Fiesta Ware
Colors & Patterns of Depression Era Glassware

Explore the timeless and very popular Depression Glass collectibles with this up-to-date guide containing descriptions
and 9,600 values for nearly 140 patterns. Photos and drawings detail and identify the invaluable patterns such as Adam,
Colonial, Jubilee, Old English, Patrick and Windsor.
The take-it-with-you collecting resource: Warman's Depression Glass Field Guide! The new 5th edition of Warman's
Depression Glass Field Guide gives you the basic tools you need to identify, collect, and value the historic glassware
created during and named after the Great Depression of the 1930s: Nearly 500 images in a rainbow of colors. More than
150 patterns included, all with illustrations. Thousands of listings and up-to-date values. Essential reproduction alerts.
Additional resources: pattern silhouette identification price guide, collector clubs and associations, production company
time line, and full index of patterns.
IDENTIFY AND PRICE Marked and unmarked pieces of Heisey collectible glass. This first-ever comprehensive guide to
Heisey glassware covers the early production years of the A.H. Heisey Company - from 1896 through 1924 - and offers
accurate, comprehensive, detailed information regarding patterns and colors, production dates and values. Know your
glass, and you'll feel confident buying, selling and collecting Heisey glassware. • Explores the history, rise and fall of the
A.H. Heisey Company • Identifies all early patterns produced from 1896-1924 • Includes color photos and pattern
descriptions • Provides up-to-date market values • Offers tips on buying and caring for glassware
Dealing primarily with the glass made from the 1920s through the end of the 1930s, this book contains color
photographs, vintage catalog pages, updated values, and a special section on reissues and fakes. 8.5 x 11. 2002 values.
Collector's Encyclopedia of Depression Glass
Warman's Glass
The Glass Books of the Dream Eaters, Volume Two
Values and Identification
Coastal Modern
At last, a field guide that is truly a "pocket guide." Measuring in at only 4-1/4 X 5-1/4 inches, this is a book that fits easily into any handbag, purse,
backpack or...pocket! Compact in size, but packing a real wallop of identification information, this Depression glass guide includes over 500 photos &
illustrations and accurate pricing for each of the 300 pieces included. Covers more than 100 different patterns, from Adam to Windsor, and includes color
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variations for most pieces. At the back of the book, readers will find a quick guide to patterns, and a cross-index of names, making on-the-spot
identification a breeze. Both beginning and experienced collectors will treasure this take-along guide!
America's No. 1 Selling Price Guide For nearly 30 years, Antique Trader Antiques & Collectibles has been the leading source for information on antiques
and collectibles. Filled with expert advice, vetted values and 4,500 color photographs, Antique Trader provides the clearest and most dependable picture of
this amazingly diverse and magnificent market. Inside you will enjoy a variety of new collecting areas, as well as old favorites. Including: Asian art, bottles,
ceramics, Civil War collectibles, clocks, comic books, cookie jars, figurines, furniture, glass, Hallmark Keepsake Ornaments, illustration art, kitchenware,
perfume bottles, petroliana, toys, vintage clothing and Zippo lighters. Also new this year is Top Lots, a feature highlighting the bestselling results from
some of the finest auction houses nationwide.
Build quality furniture fast and simple! Beginning woodworkers (or experienced woodworkers who are looking for a weekend project) can accomplish
these builds quickly. • Each project requires minimal woodworking experience and only hand and portable power tools--no need for expensive equipment.
• These projects use only readily available materials that are easily found at your local home center, saving you lots of time and a few headaches. • Within
these pages you'll also find a helpful training manual for choosing and using recommended tools--it's the perfect guide for building your skills as a
woodworker. • Learn to build a variety of tasteful and functional items for the home including furniture, shelving and storage.
A Touch of Glass Warman's Depression Glass Handbook is an easy-to-use reference featuring a one-of-a-kind thumbnail pattern guide for quick
identification and discovery of this popular and delightful glass. Featuring 170 Depression glass patterns, detailed pattern drawings, values, a shape guide
and glorious color pictures throughout, the handbook is the most extensive portable guide on the market. Depression glass has been a longstanding favorite
of collectors and is experiencing a renaissance among those looking to add a splash of style to their home entertaining. Ideal for both new and established
fans alike, Warman's Depression Glass Handbook is the perfect guide for enjoying and exploring the timeless beauty of this marvelous glass.
Pocket Guide to Pink Depression Era Glass
Building Small
Identification And Price Guide
Antique Trader Antiques & Collectibles 2012 Price Guide
National Park Quarters
Warman's Depression Glass Field Guide
An illustrated identification and price guide to Roseville pottery.
Once an inexpensive gift often given away, Depression glass is one of today's most sought after collectible. This essential guide gives
collectors current market values for more than 10,000 items that often carry sentimental, as well as financial value. This comprehensive
guide delivers double the photos as previous editions, as the most specific identification process of any guide on the market today. In this
book, expert and beginning glass collectors will find: • 1,000 detailed color photos and lien drawings of 170 patterns help with
identification and pattern recognition • Background information to help collectors to savvy sellers and buyers in the more than 7,000
daily eBay auctions devoted to Depression glass • A library showcasing the evolution of plate shapes over the years
Identifies, prices, and dates over three hundred patterns for Depression-era glassware organized by color.
This indispensable reference guide helps you determine the classification and identification of Depression Glass and other collectible
glassware by the prominent design in the pattern. Glassware patterns from the 1920s through the 1970s are grouped into twenty-one
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overall design categories; these include animals, circles or rings, diamonds, floral, fruit, geometric, ribbed, scroll, and more. Within each
category, the associated patterns are then listed and described in alphabetical order. Each pattern is identified by its name,
manufacturer, years of production, and colors used. Over 360 color photos illustrate the patterns that appear on a variety of beautiful
shapes and in different colors. Current market values are included in the captions. This book provides the key to quick identification of
glassware patterns and will be an invaluable tool for glass collectors, fanciers, and dealers.
The Pocket Guide to Green Depression Era Glass
A Collector's Encyclopedia of Indiana Glass
Venison Wisdom Cookbook
Identification and Value Guide
A Guide to Pattern Identification
Anchor Hocking's Fire-King and More

When Joe Keller and David Ross introduced the first book ever written dedicated to jadite, it was met
with critical and popular enthusiasm. It was a tour de force! Now this fourth edition, there are over a
thousand pieces illustrated in over 700 color photographs. Additional photographs and a
reproduction section enhance the book, along with updated values to keep up with an ever-changing
marketplace. Jadite: An Identification and Price Guide brings together the works of the three major
glass companies that produced jadite from the 1930s to the mid-1970s: McKee, Jeannette, and
Anchor Hocking. Exploring these perennially popular collectibles, the book includes numerous
dinnerware patterns, all sorts of jadite kitchenware, canisters, shakers, mixing bowls, and ovenware,
and jadite items for the home, such as lamps, bathroom items, and ashtrays. The authors have
produced a book that will be an invaluable and welcome addition to collectors' libraries.
When it’s time to wire your car, whether it’s a restoration project, race car, kit car, trailer, or street
rod, don’t be intimidated; wire it yourself. Jim Horner shares his years of experience and cuts
through the technical jargon to show you how. Learn about basic electrical theory, how various
electrical components work and drawing circuit diagrams. Includes tips on using electrical test
equipment and troubleshooting electrical circuits. Choose the right components, build your own
wiring harness, and install them by following the step-by-step instructions. Profusely illustrated with
over 350 photos, drawings, and diagrams. Suppliers list included.
This beautifully illustrated reference work features hundreds of elegant American glass forms in a
wide spectrum of colors, shapes, and etchings of 98 different patterns, made by preeminent
manufacturers, including Cambridge, Heisey, Imperial, Paden City, and New Martinsville. They date
from 1915, when Fostoria American was introduced, to the 1990s, when Fenton's Cranberry
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Opalescent Hobnail was first offered. The picture captions include dates of production and pattern
and etching numbers, plus original company colors. Full lines of dinnerware and their companion
patterns are listed along with bedroom, bath, and decorating pieces, along with information
gathered from original catalogs and reprints, glass club newsletters, company brochures, trade
journals, company advertising, and from many dedicated dealers and collectors. This book is an
essential guide to American elegant glass.
Live large by building small! Do you daydream about downsizing your living space? Or perhaps you
long for a more eco-friendly and sustainable way of life. The tiny house movement continues to gain
popularity as more and more people look to simplify their lives and reconnect with nature. Building
Small is your key to joining the tiny house revolution with designs for homes as well as a range of
backyard buildings including workspaces and sheds. There's tons of practical how-to construction
advice including best practices, common pitfalls and tips for the do-it-yourself carpenter. Within
these pages you'll find: • Complete plans for seven tiny houses • Strategies for outfitting your tiny
house with lighting, water, heating and waste removal • Ideas for floor layout and interior design •
Success stories and inspirational photos of tiny homes Whether you're considering a timber-framed
cottage or a modular cube-style home, Building Small offers a wide range of approaches for planning
and building your small structure.
Warman's Depression Glass #2
Fenton A-Z
A Value and Identification Guide
Depression Glass
How to Wire Your Car from Scratch
Identification & Values
A mystery as dazziling as a hall of mirrors. A seductive, terrifying, all-too-real world. A beguiling, erotic literary adventure. Discover
why readers everywhere are enthralled by this “marvelous confection of a book.”* In which the astonishing adventure to end all
adventures continues—and the excitement doubles. Like every other honest man, an assassin has his reputation to consider. So
it is with Cardinal Chang. A brutal killer with the heart of a poet, Chang is no longer able to trust those who hired him.
Disconcerted, he sets out on the trail of a mystery like no other, in a city few have traveled to—featuring three unlikely heroes with
a most intriguing bond. *Philadelphia Inquirer
The clean design and bright colors of the Fiesta dinnerware line?first introduced by the Homer Laughlin Co. in 1936?caught the
fancy of housewives everywhere, revolutionizing the market for tableware in the United States. Though originally offered in just
five colors?red, ivory, cobalt blue, yellow, and green?the number and variety of hues blossomed to include turquoise, rose, gray,
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forest green, chartreuse, and medium green?one of the most popular and valuable. When the Fiesta line was reintroduced in 1986,
after a hiatus from 1973 to 1985, collecting interest surged again. The passion for the vintage colors was reignited, and the line's
new colors, including periwinkle, cinnabar and sunflower, created a stir amid a new generation of collectors. From the best of the
old to the latest and greatest modern colors of the new, Warman's? Fiesta Ware provides comprehensive expert advice and up-todate pricing for the line that lent distinction to the plainest table. With more than 1,000 eye-appealing photographs, this colorful
story is well told by author Mark F. Moran.
A Santa Monica-based interior designer demonstrates how to incorporate sophisticated beach house styles into any space
regardless of size and location, sharing fifteen of the author's projects that reflect sea-inspired colors, textures, and layouts.
Shows and describes bowls, butter dishes, tumblers, vases, plates, cups, and pitchers by a variety of manufacturers, and lists
current prices.
Warman's Coins & Paper Money
Identification, Values, Pattern Guide
Automotive Electrical Handbook
Early, Depression, & Beyond
Warman's Vietnam War Collectibles
The Early Years: 1896-1924
Both informative and portable, Depression Glass is full of the vital information you need to assess your collection and make
wise buying and selling decisions. This small package is perfect for taking with you to auctions, shows, estate sales, flea
markets and anywhere your collecting takes you. It provides a full dose of: &break;&break;95 Depression glass patterns
&break;&break;Thumbnail guide for instant pattern identification &break;&break;Tips for identifying reproductions
&break;&break;Authoritative pricing &break;&break;Collector resources &break;&break;So keep your copy of Depression
Glass handy and use it often. You'll see just how easy it is to decide if you should buy or sell before someone else beats you
to it.
This extensive and easy-to-use guide allows readers quick access to vital information on all of Fenton's art glass types and
values. Thousands of listings and over 390 beautiful color images illustrate the vast range of art glass produced by the
Fenton Art Glass Company since it opened for business in 1905. Included are Fenton's Burmese, Carnival, Crests, Silver
Crest, Hobnail, Milk Glass and Pastel Milk Glass, Opalescent, Opaque, Overlay, Satin, and Transparent styles, as well as
Christmas items, Robert Barber wares, and Anniversary Issues. The text includes a company history and extensive tables of
pattern names and color, color code, and years of production. For the serious collector or historian, a special reference code
indicates in which of the author's other eight books one will find detailed information on each pattern type. Values are found
in the tables. This book is essential reading for art glass collectors.
Serves collectors of various interests, including military historians, retired service personnel, new collectors who gained
pieces through inheritance &break;&break; Ultra active market is helping drive value of select items, including uniform
groupings and medals, creating a positive experience for collectors of any level &break;&break; Packaging fills a need in
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the military collectibles market with clear price guide organization enhanced by 1,000 stunning photos. &break;&break;The
longest and more divisive military conflict in U.S. history, resulting in enormous cultural and social change, is altering the
face of today's collectibles community. Warman's Vietnam War Collectibles is an unprecedented and compelling price guide
to militaria and war trophies used and collected during the war. Regardless if you're a collector, re-enactment enthusiasts,
historian, or veteran, you will appreciate the history, collecting tips, values, rarity rating information, and pro and con
details about items, as well as 1,000 color photos, in this guide.
Coin folders have a long, distinguished legacy as being most people's first exposure to coin collecting hobby. Everyone
either has or knows someone who has been given a coin folder as a child and gone on to fill it with cents, nickels, dimes, or
quarters. The state quarter program has been one of the most successful in the U.S. Mint's history. It has brought collecting
to the mainstream. Riding on the coat tails of the state quarter program, the America the Beautiful series comes at a time
when the public is familiar with searching and saving quarters from circulation. A total of 56 quarters honoring a national
site from each U.S. state and territory will be issued from 2010 to 2021.
I Can Do That! Woodworking Projects
Jadite
Sustainable Designs for Tiny Houses & Backyard Buildings
Warman's Companion
A Collector's Guide

From the 1940s through 2000, Anchor Hocking Glass Corporation of Lancaster, Ohio, produced an extensive line
of heat-resistant oven glassware called Fire-King. Loaded with hundreds of full-color photographs, vintage
catalog pages, company morgue items, facts, new information, and values, this new edition will be a hit with
collectors of its 13 patterns.
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